A NOTE ON INTEGRATION OF VECTOR
VALUED FUNCTIONS
R. B. DARST

I. Introduction. The Riesz representation
theorem and the Hildebrandt-Fichtenholz-Kantorovitch
(H-F-K)
theorem establish
that
the adjoint spaces of certain spaces of continuous real valued functions are isomorphic and isometric to certain spaces of functions of
bounded variation or spaces of finitely additive set functions. Moreover, in the setting of the Riesz theorem, there are the following dual
characterizations
of each of the associated spaces in terms of the

other.
(a) If / is a real valued function on the interval [0, l], then / is
continuous
on [0, l] if, and only if, the Stieltjes integral flf dg exists
for each real valued function g of bounded variation on [0, l].
(b) If g is a real valued function on [0, l], then g is of bounded
variation on [0, l] if, and only if, the Stieltjes integral flfdg exists
for each continuous function/on
[0, l].
The H-F-K type analog of (a) has been established
by Leader
[8], and we shall establish the corresponding
analog of (b) in the

course of this
discuss more
cellent survey
the reader to

note. However, the primary purpose of this note is to
general H-F-K type analogs of (a) and (b). For an exand extensive bibliography
of related results, we refer

[7].

II. Notation and terminology. Let X be a set, 5 be an algebra of
subsets of X, and each of B and Bi be a nontrivial
Banach space.

We denote by
x(£) the characteristic
function of the subsets E of X,
C= C(X, S, B) the Banach space (sup norm) of 5-valued functions
on X that are continuous with respect to S (cf. [l ; 4]) : if €>0 then
there exists a partition it of X in S (by a partition, we mean a finite
partition and by a partition 7r in S, we mean that wQS) such that

supBei 0(f, E) <€, where 0(f, E)=supx,yeE \\f(x) -/(y)||,
H(X, S) the Banach space (variation norm) of bounded
additive set functions (real valued) on S,

H(Bi)=H(X,
finitely additive

and finitely

S, B2) the Banach space (cf. [2]) of bounded and
functions

G on 5 to a Banach

space B2:

(1) G(0)=O,
(2) if E, FQS and EC\F=8, then G(EKJF)=G(E)+G(F), and
(3) Hell=sup [^Bei ||c7(£)|| ; it is a partition of X in S],
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(B, Bi) the Banach space (uniform operator
of bounded homomorphisms
on B to Bi,
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norm; cf. [3, p. 475])

W= W(X, S, (B, Bi)) the Banach space of weakly bounded and
finitely additive

set functions

||G||w of G is sup [|| £¿Sn

G on 5 to (B, Bi) where the weak norm

G(£t)(x¿)||

; 7r= [£¿; i^n]

is a partition

of

¡1J],

X in 5 and XiEBu= [xEB;

fxfdg the Stieltjes integral (cf. [ó]) of a 5-valued function
X with respect to a finitely additive set function g on S, and

/ on

fxdG-f the Stieltjes integral (cf. [2]: fxdG-f =limr [£,-s„ G(£¿)
■(f(Xi)); 7r= [Eí; iún],XiEEi]

where the limit is taken in the Moore-

Smith sense over the directed set of partitions ir of X in 5 (cf. [à]))
of a -B-valued function/on
X with respect to a (B, .Bi)-valued finitely

additive function G on S.
Before proceeding

to the text of this note, we wish to establish

the

following
Lemma. If GEW, then \\G\\w= sup [\\ £iSn G(£¿)(x,)||;
is a subset of a partition

[£,-; iún]

of X in S and ||x,|| = 1 for i^n].

Proof. In order to prove this lemma, let us recall the following
fact. If each of u and v is an element of a Banach space and 0 = X = 1,

then||w+Xt;|| ámax[||«||,

||«+»||]:

||«+*»|l = ||(1-X)«+X(«+»)||

g(l-X)||tt||+X||tt+i;||.

Now let [Ft\ i£m]

Xt G Bu, xp 9* 0 and

X = \\xP\\. Then

be a partition of X in S,

E G(Ft)(xt)
E G(Fi)(Xi) + \G(Fp)(xp/\\xf
s max

III.

ZG(Fi)(xi)

Representation

theorem

EO(F!)(xi) + G(Fp)(xp/\\xp
and remarks.

In order to motivate

the ensuing discussion, we shall begin this section by stating a fairly
general form of the Hildebrandt-Fichtenholz-Kantorovitch
theorem.

Theorem
1. The space of bounded homomorphisms T on C to Bi
is isomorphic and isometric to W; there exists, uniquely, GE W such that

(1) iff EC, then T(f)= fxdG-f and (2) ||G||„= ||r||.
If Bi is the space of real numbers, then (B, Bi) =B* and, moreover,
W = H(B*); i.e., W and H(B*) are composed of the same set functions and the norms are identical. (If Bx is finite dimensional, the ele-
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ments of PF are strongly bounded and Wis equivalent to H((B, Bi)).)
A discussion of the case where IF = 77(73*) can be found in [2]. There
is an extensive discussion of results of this type in [3].
Turning now to our professed purpose.

Lemma 1. Let G be a finitely additive set function on S to (B, Bi) that
is not weakly bounded and y>0. Then there exists a partition [7i¿; i' = w
of X in S and a finite subset [yt-; i < n ] of Bu such that \\ ^,-<„ G(Ei) (y¿) |
>7 and the restriction G/En of G to En is not weakly bounded.
Proof.

[y<; iún\

There exists a partition

[E¡; i^n]

of X in S and a subset

of Bu such that

ZG(Ei)(yi)

(1)

> \\G(X)\\ + 27

and
(2)

G/En

is not weakly bounded.

Hence

ZG(Ei)(yi)

(3)

> \\G(X)\\ + 2y - \\G(En)(yn)

^\\G(X)\\+2y-\\G(En)\\.

Let

91 = sup \\Y1 G(Ei)(x¡) ; [xí; i < n] Q Bu\
L II,<n
J
Then
(4)

EW)(*)

91 â

>||G(X)||+2T-!|G(7¿n)||.

Moreover,

01 = sup

ZG(Ei)(x)

; x Q Bu

( U e)
\i<n

/

(recall that ¿]l<n G{Et) = G({Ji<n E¡)) and, hence,

(5)

Dl^lGfuL^IUllG^II-llGWlI.
\ i<n / Il

Finally, adding (4) and (5), we have 91>7.
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2. Let G be a finitely additive function on S to (B, Bi).

Then G is weakly bounded if, and only if, the Stieltjes integral fxdG -f
exists for each fE C.
Proof. Suppose ||G||W< »,/GC,
and e>0. Letx be a partition of
X in S such that sup.eST 0(/, E) <e/||G||w. Then any two refinement
sums of w differ by less than e and, hence, fxdG-f exists.
Suppose ||G||»= ». Then, by Lemma 1, there exists a partition
[Eu; tää«i] of X in S and a subset [x^; i<ni]
of Bu such that

|| Ei<ni G(£ij)(xi;)|| >1 and G/Eini is not weakly bounded. Applying
Lemma 1 to G/Eini, there exists a partition
[E2i; i^n2] of £ini and a
subset [x2i; i<n2] of Bu such that || Ei<nj G(£2y)(x2y)|| >22 and G/E2ni
is not weakly bounded. Hence, by induction, there exists a sequence
{ [Ea; j<ni]\
of finite subsets of S and a sequence { [x¿y; j<»»]}

of subsets of Bu such that (1) (Uy<ni£,-,-)/^(Uy<„t Ek}) = 0 if Í9¿k and

(2)|| E/<»<G(£«)(*«)||
>¿2.Let/- EäiH

Ex», *<«(£«)}.Then

/G G and fxdG -f does not exist. This latter assertion can be verified
as follows. Let [Rp; p ?¡¡m] be a partition of X in 5. There exists p^m
and a subsequence
{4} such that || Ey<nitG(E,-w-f>\.Kp)(xity)|| >i\/m.

Let ykjEEikJr\Kp if EikJr\Rpr¿0

and let 7íí;= Zp-Uy<nit £ijfcy.Then

(recall that G(£iw-H *,) = 0 if Ehj C\ Rp = 0)\\G(Rp)(f(yq,))

- { Ei<»« G(J2« ^ K,Kf(y*j)) + G(Hk)(f(yqj))}\\
> (il/m)(\/ik)
-\\f(y<u)\\(\\G(RP)\\-sr]\G(Hk)]\)>ik/m
sufficiently large.
A slight modification
Theorem

provided

we choose q to be

of this latter proof yields the following

3. If g is a real valued finitely additive set function

on S,

then g is bounded if, and only if, fxf dg exists for each fE C.
The dual of Theorem 3 is an immediate
consequence
of the proo1
given in [l ] for the case where B is the space of real numbers; how"
ever, the dual of Theorem 2 is not, in general, true—even, as the fol"
lowing example shows, when (B, Bi)—B*. In view of examples (cf[5; 7; 2]) of "wild" vector valued functions that are integrable, perhaps this latter phenomenon
is not surprising.
Example 1. Suppose X is the set of positive integers, S is the algebra of finite subsets of X and their complements,
B is the Banach
space (sup norm) of bounded functions on X, {r,} is an enumeration
of the rational numbers in (0, l] and f(i) =r~,x([>]). Then / is a Bvalued function on X that is discontinuous
with respect to S. If
uEB* and j is a positive integer, then we denote by u¡ the element of

B* such that if hEB, then Uj(h)—h(j)u(x([j]));

we also let Uo= u

—Eîïi^j- Then ||w|| = Eiao ||«y||. Let GEH(B*) and let 2<= G([i]).
Then to= G([X])—lim„^„ E«'s» ^ exists and ||G|| = E»'*o ||¿t||. Let
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Then

there

exists

a positive

integer

[December

n such that

^,->n ||/,-||

+ 22j>b ||¿oy||<e/2. Let t consist of the sets [l], • • • , [n], [k;k>n].
Suppose

[l],

• ■ • , [n], Fi, ■ ■ ■ , Fm is a refinement

Fk is finite if k < m and ik Q Fk. Then

of it in S, where

\J2kSmG(Fk)(f(ik))\

è T.kSm G(Fk)(f(ik))\ < Y,k<m||G(^)||+|G(Fm)(/(ím))|
+r>JI¿o¿m| <e/2. Hence fxdG-f exists.

Ú Z*>»||fc||

In view of Example 1, a strong restriction on the range of / is
necessary in order to establish an analog of (a) in the case where the
integrator is not real valued. To require that the range of / be partitionable: for each e>0, there exists a partition it of X (not necessarily in S) such that sup^e* 0(/, E) <e, provides such a restriction.

Theorem 4. If f is a partitionable B-valued function on X, then f is
continuous with respect to S if, and only if, fxdG-f exists for each

GQH(B*).
Proof. Suppose / is not continuous with respect to S. Then there
exists €>0 such that if t is a partition of X in S, then sup#eir 0(/, E)
>e. Let [Fí; i^m]
be a partition
of X such that suptsm 0(/, Ft)
< e/8. There exist two integers i and j such that if -wis a partition of

X in S, then there exists EQir such that Ei^Fi^d,

ErsFj^d

and

infisF.-.vsFj ||/(x) —/(y)|| >3«/4. Let J= [F£S;
there exists a partition ir oí F in S such that if KQir then at least one of KC\Fi and
Ki^Fj = d]. Then J is a proper ideal in 5 and, hence, there exists a
maximal proper ideal M in 5 that contains J. Let x,QFi and XjQF¡.

There exists LQB* such that ||L|| = 1 and L(f(x,) -/(*/)) à3e/4. Let
G be the element of 77(5*) such that ii EQM then G(E)=0 and if
EQM then G(E)=L. Let ir= [Ef; »g«] be a partition of X in 5.
Since M is a maximal

proper

ideal in S there exists uniquely

ment Ek of TVsuch that EkQM

and, hence, if utQEi

an ele-

for ¿ = re then

Eis« G(Ei)(f(ui))=L(f(uk)).
However, since EkQM, EkC\Fi^8 and
Ekr\Fj¿¿6 and, hence, there exist yiQEki\Fi and yjQEkr\F¡. But,

I L(/(y<)
- /(y,))|
^ | L(f(Xi) -/(*,)) | - [ | L(/(y<) -/(*,)) | + | L(/(*y) -/(yy)) | ]

= 3e/4- 11L||
[H/O-,)
-/(*,-)11
+ ||/(xy)
-f(yi)\\]> */2
and, hence, fxdG-f does not exist.
We wish to make one final remark

uQB*.

concerning

Example

1. Suppose

Then u(f(j)) - rjU(x(\j])). Since £, |«(x(|/]))|

S M|,

limy r¡u(x( [j])) = 0 and, hence, w/ is a real valued function on X that
is continuous
with respect to S. Hence fx(uf)dg
exists for each
gQH(X,
S). However, the range of/ is countable (hence separable)
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and there exist (many) elements g of H(X, S) such that / is not
measurable
(cf. [2; 3; 9]) with respect to g. This phenomenon
contrasts with the basic relation [9, Theorem 1.1 ] between weak measurability and measurability
in the classical (sigma algebra, countably
additive set function) case: in the classical case a necessary and
sufficient condition that a function be measurable is that it be weakly
measurable and separably valued.
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